1

Title of the
Practice

2

Goal

Best Practice 1 & 2
Independence Day &Republic Day (Flag hosting by academic topper
among girls on independence day and Flag hosting by academic
topper among boys on republic day)
The students must be encouraged by a morale boasting approved to
excel in students

3

On the national days in Independence Day and Republic Day most
of the college have flag hoisting by eminent persons. we have given
The Context
chance to students by selecting the best among the boys and girls
to do flag hoisting as well as to address the gathering.

4

As a unique practice, the students become VIPs depending on their
meritorious credentials. They are honored by being the chief guest
The Practice for the flag hoisting. The guest of honor is given to them. For their
extraordinary talent, this becomes unforgettable event of their
career.

5

6
7

Evidence of
success
Problems
Encountered
and
Resources
Required
Notes
(Optional)

This practice has led to tremendous competition for securing high
marks. The students feel as if they are being honored in the capital
itself as a Minister or VIP. The students feel elected and encouraged
as we invite the parents to witness the function
It leads to jealousy and stiff competition. If a good student is not
scoring marks, he or she feels dejected, if the offer is not made
available.
Other colleges should follow this model practice

Best Practice 3
1

Title of the
Practice

2

Goal

Induction Programme
To make fresher’s feel comfortable and how to get adapted to this
new environment with practical and creativeness.

3

Entry level knowledge for the new engineering aspirants. Creating a
platform for meditation, recreation, ethical values, awareness about
The Context anti ragging, practical learning, communication skills to the all the
fresher’s for 3 weeks before the actual class begun.

4

This unique practice builds confidence among the students and
makes them introduced to the current environment. Student enters
The Practice
with a positive spirit and would imbibe the required qualities
needed for the programme.

5

6
7

Evidence of
success

Improves confidence and removes stage fear. It inculcates team
spirits and hands on experience from the beginning of the
programme.

Problems
Encountered
All the students may not involve in all the actively. But there is
and
always a scope for competitive spirit.
Resources
Required
Notes
Authentic and active execution of the programme is mandatory.
(Optional)

